Paulett Angella Hemmings Highest Righteousness

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
July 8, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #13 Barak Obama, Federal, TSA, Attitudes, and more
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL
LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I
AM. MY LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY CHREATIONS.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (I AM). My words or my speech are my ORDERS, UNLESS
I SAY IT IS A COMMAND. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules, Orders, Commands,
Comrandas, Decrees, Decrys and higher can never be disobeyed. If you do, you have serious penalties
including charges and sentences on you.
All States/Countries in this Earth, are to use all my Articles to transition/change the way they are
operating, to protect themselves, and the environment. There is no excuse for any state or country to
not follow my Commands, Comrandas, Decrees, Decry, and higher. The States/countries in this world
and the Chreations, are to begin immediately, right now in making the changes happen according to
my Commands.
Federal Terror Daily
I am under terror, horror, torture, torment by the Federal government and the many wicked Earth
Agencies and organization who are killing my Chreations and other chreations. These wicked Earth
federal, republic, and other devels continuously disrupt my life every day, so I cannot get my work
done.
This Earth is the Terror of the Many Chreations.
The many countries such as the USA, North Korea, China, United Kingdom, Russia, Moving pictures
entertainment like Time Warner, Foxx, and many other have been killing many Chreators and their
Chreations. They have killed my chreations and all those under my authority for a very long time.
They go out of the Earth with the Space shuttle with many explosives and the target the lives they see
and they believe they have no feelings, as they are of a different type of skin design than they are. The
federals, British, and others kill the Chreators and wiped out the many different chreators inside each
chreations and the devels put themselves as the leeders in the outside places. The Devels who take
over the Earth, they use the Satellite to control everywhere. They use the space shuttles, space ships,
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atomic bombs, weapon of mass destructions, many different types of bombs, and use power source
underneath the Elevations and levels of the different Chreations including this Earth.
Devel Power Source
Some workers have the devel power connection under their desks and controlled by a foot pedal. The
insect devels use the many chreation including this Earth elevations as power sources, as they sucked
the lives up from other elevation you cannot see. They use the peoples body heat, their body energy,
they sucked them together and form coils that looks like snake toilet coil that remove obstacles stuck in
the toilet. The devels then use the people stuck to these thick coils, to terror other Chreations, destroy
them, and horror them in so many different ways, it is painful to relate this to you. If you look at the
destruction of my new Dell computer that Dell opens up and allows the federals to get inside my PC.
You will also see the many problems I encounter getting this document prepared; you will see the
many Thrillianth of devels terrorizing me and destroying this document while I am preparing it today,
7/19/17.
The Republics
The Republics are the older generations of the devels. They are the ones who destroy Russia and many
countries and still have a strong hold. The British are under the Democratics. However, the Trumps or
God the Fathers, swings both sides and favors the Republics. The Republics like to republish
themselves every now and again and to enforce high disasters and heightened terror. The Republics
now want to destroy the Jamaica North, Central, South Continents/USA. The Republics want to bring
the USA in the same state as they did to Russia. They have been here before and they are never to
return; however, they like to challenge themselves in doing bad. They are here after the Clinton ERA
and doing their terror and disasters inside and outside the Earth among much more wickednesses.
Barak Obama and Donald Trumps have taken control of my Earths, and my moneys and squandering
them, and in control of my banks along with Barak Obama, the Judas, the Jesus, & the Barabas of the
Bible.
Republics use a lot of vigilantes. A vigilante is one who keeps a vigil and rarely stops or go to sleep.
They keep a vigil to do insurrection and antics. The right name is vigilantics. They like moving fast
and speaking fast so you do not understand, and do not like to be questioned. They keep your mind
occupy with terror, horror, bullying, harassments, and antics. When you ask them why they are doing
these things, they said they are playing. They turn off their minds, put their penis covered with the
cocky and direct it to their head, and cover their eyes so they do not see the damage, deaths and harm
they are causing. They tell all who they order and force to work for them not to think, just do the
wickednesses.
Interloupe Devel Prisoners as our Leeders
All the Leeders who are Presidents and other leadership names for all my States are Prisoners
anywhere they go outside this Earth and in all places, as they have been convicted prisoners far longer
before this earth created. These devel things do not want to return to where they belong as there is no
place for them to return to only prison. In the meanwhile, they put innocent people into the prisons
and say someone has to pay for their wicked, bad, and terror ways. Barak Obama, Andrew Cuomo,
Charlie Chris, Rick Scott, and the others who are man Presidents and those who looks like women but
are man under the clothing are escaped prisoners of wars. There are other plastic and rubber leeders in
other countries; some in the Banks, organizations, Embassies, and governments who are also devel
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spirit prisoners who escaped. All these spirit leeders are also prisoners in this Earth anytime they come
in or present themselves for political races or for political jobs and other jobs of leedership.
Our History
Congress, Records Departments, Registrar General, Libraries, Schools, Colleges, Universities, Oxford,
Yale, Texas University, University of Miami, Harvard University, Department of Archives & records
management, and all others responsible for deception, where are our History? Where are all the
footages, the clips, and the archived day by day recording of the various events of this Earth? How can
you let me and my children believe in the bible? How could you have allowed others to erase my name
from all my properties and put in the names of Penis man and Ban? Why have you hidden the
computer connections for the students in the colleges and universities? Where is the history for the
18th Century, 17th century, 16th century, 15th century, 14th century, 13th century, 12th century, 11th
century, right back to when the Earth open.
Barak Obama
Barak, your website (www.straightdope.com) you have made this year 2017, to build yourself up from
my articles and my published work, is illegal. You are plagiarizing on my work. You have violated
my rights. You have violated my Commands. You have used almost all my information in your web
publication in the graphic illustrations you have. You have violated all of us inside this Earth. You
have used my family names continuously in the public and so much in the private. I was trying to
remember my family names while I was writing the Decry documents, and you removed it from my
mind so that you would continue to use them. You have done the same thing to me and you have taken
over my children, my properties, taken over my names, and have been using us for more than trillions
of years since you have started in many different places inside and outside this Earth.
Barak, you are using my family names (Cecil Adams) and connecting them to your DOPE, an illegal
substance. You and the other President and country leeders know every name of my family whether it
is pet name or their official name. You know how to steal my moneys and use them illegally. You
have taken control of my moneys and you have taken control of all my banks and credit unions. It is
your business to be a USA Presidential figure and then you are a Dope dealer and a promoter of Dope.
The celestials use a lot of those substances, as they are living in this Earth they are not to live in.
Barak, you are using two of my family names on your web site and calling yourself Cecil Adams. At
the same time, you are using my family information, you are making money from my work. Barak,
you are using my family Trust Funds and Estate funds while you are using our names.
Barak and the others, while they put themselves to live here, they experience stings and they feel the
pain of the many curses on them. They use dope and other illegal substances and injections to deaden
themselves, so they do not feel the pain and they have no feelings toward us Caicobans, who are from
the Cobans Spectres. These leeders are stubborn, cold, hard, rough, tough, inflexible and they want to
do leadership their own insect way. They take turn in leeding in different countries of the Earth so
their faces are not remembered. These things recreate themselves and they have the regenerator and the
recreators who recreates them from plastics and their computer chip memory in less than a senti which
is so much less than a second. They have the recreation process computerized and placed in their
bottom (Batty) jaws. As they explode, they are automatically recreated. If not, the regenerator will
regenerate them.
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Barak Obama, On August 3, 2017, I saw your website and asked you about the web page, the date of
inception, the illustration, and the connection to my Articles and my published work, and you
answered me. Then you removed the illustrations that I told you not to remove since I already seen it.
The illustration is not a single picture. It is a string of illustrations or many picture illustrations attached
together and almost connected to all my articles and published work on these matters. There was the
old woman who live in a shoe on it, graphics connecting to the pussy batty man, graphics connecting to
you stealing and using my money and having me work for you and much more. Your website says:
Publishers - interested in subscribing to the Straight Dope? Send questions for Cecil Adams to:
cecil@chicagoreader.com. subscriptions@chicagoreader.com. Copyright © 2017 Sun-Times Media,
LLC. I charge you 2.5 million dollars for disobeying me. Pay me my money now. Pay me my money
now. Pay me my money now. Pay me my money now by certified check.
Federal Government and Barak Obama
You are removing my information from my mind when I am writing my documents, so the quality and
quantity of information is reduced and my children are left lacking. Federal governments you are a
criminal, a Crumungin and you are a crumunginal. You are a mean, selfish, hard, cold, SIN thing and
you are a ginal who thinks you can deceive and twist our mind toward you. Federal government and
Barak Obama you are preventing me from working on my documents and you are going into my
computer and using my information first to pretend that you are the original of my information. For
months the federal government of Homeland Security, TSA, others and Obama and Trump have been
delaying me and stinging and biting and torturing me, so that I cannot work on the documents I have to
send out. They are using my information and they are delaying the process that must be put in place so
it suits them. They know my thoughts before I can word them and they know my information before I
publish them. They pick and choose what is most important of my information for them to work on
while they sting and destroy my life so that I cannot publish my information at the time I want. They
did the same thing for a book that I publish and they delayed it with the publisher for nearly a year.
Devel Computerized Recreation Regeneration Process
The Interloop insects said when they do not have anymore of their species, they are recreated in
plastics like a denser balloon. Within a day, the balloon type can be transformed to a better type of
plastics, and after that time, they can return to their specie form. Through a transfer process, they can
be put back in their specie then they say the memory comes back. They said they are other types of
recreation and regeneration process available in other areas and in their areas.
Cobans
I am from the Coban Spectres, and this Earth is connected to the Cobans anywhere you go in the
Esistence or outside this Earth. There are Cobans inside my Esistence, outside my Life Chreation, and
outside my other chreations or designs. Everyone in this Earth is called Caicobans and not Peoples.
Peoples are Caicobans, Persons are Caicobans, Coloured are Caicobans, Rankings are Caicobans,
Uppers are Caicobans, The GOGS are Caicobans.
Governor Cuomo/Pussy Batty Man
Why are you using my paid maternity leave information that I put together since 2016 just like Tampa
Mayor, and Ivanka Trump, Donald Trump’s, supposedly daughter did since this year 2017. Why is it
that you penis, (Cocky), Pussy Batty Mans want to be a woman and to do a pussy woman’s job? Take
your Raas Klaaat out of my State Office. You are Souring up New York, and I do not want it to be
Stinky. Cuomo, you take my information from my brain with Barak Obama, the Senators, the
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congress ones, and the other governors and Leeders from around the Earth since January 2013, and you
know my past experiences and my knowledge. You removed my information from my brain to help
you and the other leeders. You have all been draining my body and have been using my information
all over this Earth to promote your Pussy Batty Man leadership. You figured that all of you would
open me up, and then I would somehow be able to help you in your Pussy leadership; therefore, you
have been abusing my information and plagiarizing my knowledge.
I charge you Cuomo, Ivanka Trump, Tampa Mayor, and the other Leeders/Leaders for Plagiarizing my
knowledge and my information. Each of you pay me a sum off 911Trillian dollars per month for the
next 911 Thrillianth years beginning the date of this document. You Pussy Batty Man Leeders are all
Bumbo Fucking Leeches. All of you GET OUT NOW. GET OUT NOW. GET OUT NOW. GET OUT
NOWWWWW.
Man Enema Douche
I asked the devels to tell me about the man prostitutes and while they were sharing their story, they
said that they tried the woman douche, as they know I use it, and it protects my vagina and my bottom
as well. They said they tried to use the woman douche in the man bottom and it works for them, and it
closes up their bottom. They said the man douche can be done but with a weaker quality than the
woman. I think it is a good idea and it can be used as an enema to also clean out the Ban/Man Batty
(bottom) as well. They said that I got that information previously, and I removed it as I wasn’t sure
about it. However, they used the woman douche and it worked for them.
I asked other sources and the man douche is available. The man douche looks like an enema. It is
inserted in the rectum, or batty, or bottom. The devel’s do not like the man and the Bans to use the man
douche. When the man/Ban use the douche it closes up their bottom and their brain to the desire for the
homosexual relationship and sex. The douche tightens the bottom and it is extremely difficult for the
devel to get into the man bottom or the woman’s The said the man/Ban can use the same version and
the same strength as the woman’s douche. The woman’s douche protects the woman’s vagina and the
batty as well and prevents the devel from getting into our private parts. The man can also use a weaker
version of the douche. Any type the woman uses they can use it as well.
The Woman Man Douche
The douche protects the man’s batty so they do not want to have sex in the rectum or any part of their
body. It has the protection to tighten the woman’s vagina. The devels go inside the woman’s vagina
and use many different tools and equipment’s to widen the woman’s vagina and for the Ban/man to
have problem in love mating. The devel does this a lot with women who have children, and caused the
woman to believe the wideness is caused from child birth. It is not. The woman should have the
douche once per month if she has regular love mating. If not then twice or three times per year to use
the douche. The devels leaders do not like anyone protected so they said that the douche is bad for the
woman. That is because they want to get inside our bodies and our mind from our vagina and upstur
our lives and our home.
Devel Praaastitution
Prostitution is one of the Devel Titles. Only devel Man can be a Prostitute. The devels man began to
lie down on their backs and to have sex out in the open public to the point where it is against their
Law. The Devels have Law that is their guides of what is wrong or right in their existence.
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Prostitution in This Earth
No one or any Lives in this Earth is supposed to be destitute so they need to have sex to get money to
survive. This happening is the devel man wanting to transfer their devel sin curses on us, so they take
our money and our property and they put us to work like wild beasts then they take our jobs and take
our allowances then our children and we do not have anything to eat or anywhere to live and we have
to do whatever it takes to survive. When women have sex with multiple of men it is not prostitution; it
is called despiration Fuckings. No Caicobans in this Earth or anywhere can be charged for Fuckings.
A woman cannot be charged or put in prison for any reason and not for trying to feed and clothe
themselves and their families through desperation because of the federal government, republic
governments, or other governments and monarchies stealing our entitlements, enfranchisements, our
titles, lots/plots, estates, and our allowances. Prostitution is an act of the devels as they possess others.
No Caicoban Angie or Ban (woman) can be put in prison for prostitution ever.
You can use OIL to Protect Computer and Electronic Devices
To maintain your computer and electronic devices, you can use oil to rub on the screen, the back, and
all over the wires and cords. Oil should be full, with no part removed or reduced. You could use corn
oil, coconut oil, flowers oil, sunflower oil, canola oil, olive oil, and so on.
Vectored Graphics
Vectored graphics are a paler version of the original photo or graphic illustration. Most of the
properties of the graphics have been removed, and the vectored graphics does not have much quality in
it. It can become quickly like a pale or washed out photo copy.
California Fires
The fires in California last year 2016, about during the summer months. Were caused by the Stump
who said he is Donald Trump. Last year in early November, while I was traveling, there were many of
these devels on the airplane and causing many severe air turbulances. While on the airplane, other
wicked acts were ongoing and one of these wicked devel things was that of the Stump. He is a black
charred out tree stump. He said he was in the California fires and he, Donald Trump, sets the fires, and
he was burnt up in the fires. I have seen many versions of Donald Trump on TV, and I know that there
are many different and similar versions of him in my chreations and in this Earth and these Earths.
These California fires every year destroyed my properties, my children’s properties and killed many
lives over the years. This is the same Donald Trump who the congress and government has given
leedership over my children and my Earths as President of the United States of America and killing my
children daily.
Many of the deaths that occurred in this Earth since this year 2017, all over the Earths, have been done
by Donald Trump, as he has no power or authority to leed, and he is killing my children in order to
take their power and authority from them and for him to use to operate in congress and Senate as
leeder. I have used commands and higher to stop Donald Trump, and he is still leeding and still killing
my children as he continues to tear me down and to remove my inner selves so he can use for power as
well.
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These wicked government and republic leeders are using a halo and a hand over the heads of my
Earth children in this Earth and my Earths to stunt their brain and to put insurrections on them
continuously. The halo and hands are in every states/Country and in many churches and religious
places. These leeders do not want you to have any life. They want you to work like machines all day
and nights and never to enjoy your lives. They put these things over your head so you do not think
outside the box they put your minds and bodies in. They do not want you to question their holy books,
and so they say that you must never question the devel god about what is in the books you must accept
what god says. Nothing goes like that. They are the same ones who do not want you to think. They
want you to just do as they say and you are doing foolish things and insensible things, and you do not
see that you are wasting your lives away on devel laws of commandments and devel literatures that are
all deceptions. You are to say: Hand over my head, hand over my head, hand over my head, hand over
my head, get away from me, get away from me, get away from me, get away from me. You can use
this same process to drive away other things that are itching you repeatedly, biting you repeatedly,
causing you to sneeze, crawl on you, getting in your work progress, your home life, and so on.
Weather Reporters
I charge the weather reporters for telling lies about the weather and the cause of the weather. They
fixed the TV monitors with their reports prior and they cut out the truth from our knowledge. They
know that the hurricane, storms, tornadoes, man soon, typhoon, Tsunami, fires and many other
disasters are caused by the many federal, republics, monarchies, police, FBIs, Popes, military, Senate,
courts, Congress man and woman, Pastors, Governors, Mayors, and many reporters, movie producers,
TV producers and many devels sometimes from inside of this earth and sometimes from outside of this
Earth. Sometime the weather is developed right from some of their backyards, as the federal
government makes them do what the federal governments wants. However, they do not say so. They
say it is coming from the Caribbean and Africa, to say that the best places and the highest authority in
this earth, are the wicked places, when the devels are the ones doing the wicked things. I sentence all
responsible, to Maximum Security State Prison with no parole and the punishments I have ordered for
all in maximum security prisoners.
Call Centers- Hard of Hearing Banks
No Banks are to use Call Centers as a good number of the workers are operating from the heaven and
outer space, as their telephones are connected to the satellites. Even if the call centers were monitored
by the banks, it would still be illegal to use them as the banks can make their own money and do not
have money problems. Therefore, they are the same as federal and they are the same devels who
control all my Earths.
Chase Bank and other Banks
I have also seen Chase bank work with the federal government, homeland security and TSA to destroy
me, Paulett Angella Hemmings and my children (you) in this Earth in other elevations. The federal
also call themselves Big Daddy as they have all my money to use, to find many to support them, as
they can pay for it with my money.
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Nation Star Mortgage (NSM)
NSM announced they are going to change name and to use the Mr. Cooper as their backers to happen
soon. I forbid this transaction. They cannot hide in the Federal, and they are holders of my mortgage.
I have contacted them by letter and introduced myself, and asked them for my money, so now they
have decided not to give me my money, but to hide under the federal Mr. Cooper or federal Big Daddy
or federal Big Batty Pussy umbrella.
Rock is Barak Obama
Barak is one of those who wrote and inspired the Bible and many holy devel books and fabricated
some of my personal information from my writing into the Bible and books authored by other versions
of me. I have a book on the Testament of Paulett Angella Hemmings in my office, the District of
Columbia, that was cut out of Jamaica and put in another area, is renamed by the devels and called
Washington DC. They have used many other books in my office and put other authors names on my
writings, taken over my book publishing companies, called them other man’s name, give a bit to a few
women and many to men, then put their names on them to say it is their original work such as Albert
Einstein work that is the same George Washington, who stole my properties.
The devels stole my many enterprises and renamed many of them in other’s name. Kentucky fried
Chicken recipe and name is a fake, Walmart is PaulettMart and the federal allowed them to modify the
name they stole and given to other pussy batty man. Another example is McDonald Restaurant was
named Paulett Angella McDonald (PAM) as my last name is all the names of every earth lives and
especially the Mac and Mc. Is Ronald McDonald the same as Donald Trump?
George Washington said he is the same as Sir Alexander Bustamante of Jamaica and Einstein.

Einstein

Bustamante

George Washington

Is George Washington pictures costumes?
Are all George Washington pictures the same?
Are George Washington pictures artist paintings?
Are most of the USA Presidents pictures artist paintings?
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Are Barak Obama and Donald Trump both George Washington?
Are most of the USA Presidents wearing costumes and are the same actors pretending to be different
presidents?
Is Benjamin Franklin the same as George Washington and Barak?
Is John Quincy Adams the same as George Washington?
Look on their foreheads and see if they are the same with little differences
Look at their cover up clothes as they do not want anyone to know they are plastics persons and fakes.
Look at how they are choked up to the neck.
American Airlines
American Airlines, why do the passengers have to walk long ways to get to many of American airlines
gates?
American Airlines, what is the purpose of the American Airlines Terminal D and the airport shuttle
train at Miami International Airport?
Miami International Airport & Ship Ports
Miami Intnl. Airport Port, what is going on at the Miami international airport with the many uniform
services, law enforcements and so on at American airlines and others?
Miami International Airport, have you sent me the video, audio, and all full pictures with real timing,
real color, and with my real natural flesh voice not vectored or cut and pasted with other voices and not
altered by anyone or anything of the Miami International abduction, terror, horror, sodomy, rape,
starvation, thirst, killing, destroying, broken bones, destroyed shoulder and fingers and arm, vagina,
bottom, and other parts occurred on January 1- 4, 2017 as yet? If not send them to me. You can get my
address from New York governor or from the post office.
Miami Intnl. Airport, are all airlines operating in your Port licensed and fully complying with all my
airport operation rules?
Miami Internl. Airport, what is the purpose of the airport shuttle train you put in a few years ago with
my money that I cannot get to use, and I am starving?
Miami Intnl. Airport, did any person die when you were building that airport shuttle train a few years
ago? And was it reported in the newspaper, TV, Radio and to the airport workers?
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Hillary Clinton
Is Hillary Rodham Clinton wearing a costume and the same as John Adams? Look at other photos and
you decide!

Is John Adams a woman?
Are John Adams pictures artist paintings?
Is John Adams wearing a costume plastic face?
Which one of us here today, alive, ever met George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, John Adams and
the other Presidents in the natural real flesh sense?
How many times has Hillary Clinton been a President or Leeder of America?
How many times has Hillary Rodham Clinton been a president pretending to be a man?
Where are the computers with the real live activities of the past Presidents, not cut and pasted, to show
us who they were?
Are the News Media hiding these information from us?
Bad Attitudes, Bad Behavior of Women and Men
All Man, Ban, Van who display bad attitudes or bad behaviors are controlled by the many devel
Species who are the seven others Existence and are not from the Chreation of Life (see Article 12). All
man leeders or Ban leaders are controlled by some of the seven other Existence.
The seven others man Existence have different types of penis. They make a penis that looks like a Ban
Cocky, that has a hollow inside and have many bad things in them. They put the Cocky over their
penis, penile, peeny, taily and then they turn the cocky to direct their brain. They then push the neck
bone from where it stands connecting to the brain to the side so they have open access to their brain.
They are brain rapers.
A man, ban, van cocky or penis is the most developed part of their body and it is developed to only
communicate and stimulate the pussy, vagina, vegan, punny, tunny, and other names. When the man,
is using their penis to stimulate their brain they are indeed having sex and raping their brain. They
have a lot of stimulation in the cocky they put over their penis, and they have controls that they can
turn up higher and higher. Because of these wicked penis controls, you get the vigilantes that is always
running around doing destruction, murder, shooting, raping, terrorizing and other wicked acts.
These devel men go into the ban, vans and other devel men body, take possession of them, and use the
cocky stimulation to direct the ban, van, and man leeders brain those affected are workers, husbands,
children, sons, grandparents, cousins, uncles and so on. I asked the man why they put the cocky into
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their brain, and they said it is the best developed part of their body so they use it. Even though I
instructed them not to do so and explained what they are doing wrong, the main leeders washed out
their brain and reconnected the bad things to them.
Man penis or cocky pointed into their heads creates discombobulation, confusion, erratic behavior,
criticism, put-downs, undermining, and the making of Penal Laws that is really Penis Law that they
institute and activate. We are now in this period where penal laws have been introduced and being
carried out every second of the day in this Earth and all my Earths by these Republics, Republicans
devels as they Republish themselves with erratic and forceful wickednesses. The Interlope devels have
titles as Wickedanesses, Wickedes, wickeda, wickede. They use many wickedanesses tied up and
crunched together to form many power and weight to do these outrageous wickednesses we experience
by the minute. The older generations of the devels are the ones who control the younger generations
and use them to destroy themselves and others who are not them.
With the bad attitudes of our peoples, most of the times, it is because the devels cut out your inner
selves and is wearing you like clothes, or they put other plastics devels with many stimulations and
wicked things in them inside your body to live and to control your activities, your emotion, your
speech, your thinking, your plans, and your future. When the devels are wearing you, they can have
more control over you, as they are using your inner selves to control you. They also use your power
and authority from your inner selves to control others and to do harm to your family and generations.
Boeing Airplane
Boeing, are you using wires and incondesant airplane parachute on airplanes, so when there is a crash
the passengers are taken into the heaven?
Barristers
Where are the Barristers/Attorneys, who is responsible to investigate governments when they are
destroying the Earth, when they are destroying people’s lives, properties, and my life?
Transportation Security Administration, Airport & TSA Directors
On July 19, 2017, at about 4:09 AM, were there explosions in one of the TSA Airport, in the
Operations region either in the illegal federal cut-out or other elevations or levels?
Is Ms. Griffin responsible for these explosions?
Is Ms. Griffin, plastic, rubber, tremoline, gel, stuffing, Celestial or what?
Is Ms. Griffin, of TSA, and one of the Directors a Plastic person who is destroying TSA and the
workers?
Is Ms. Griffin destroying Capitol Hill in the District of Columbia in cut out or other?
TSA, have you ever used Ms. Griffin to kill any on your employees?
Is Ms. Griffin the leader of a TSA airport?
Is Ms. Griffin illegally handling any employee?
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Is Ms. Griffin a mother of a son about 7 years old?
Is Ms. Griffin the mother of any younger child or children?
Is Ms. Griffin using artificial insemination or other ways to have children, or creating her own children
species through the federal government?
Is Ms. Griffin the mother of many other children through artificial insemination and with my money?
Has any of Ms. Griffin children ever found dead?
Did Ms. Griffin young child or children develop any injury to their private parts or any parts of the
body?
Was it Ms. Griffin, seen today, 7/18/17 at her home I believe, doing something very illegal?
TSA, is Michelle Obama working with Ms. Griffin?
TSA, is Mr. Hatfield, a Director at TSA plastic, rubber, mixed or what?
TSA, is Mr. Hatfield retired from TSA and given his son the job as Director?
TSA, where is Mr. Hatfield son working as a Director working for TSA?
TSA, is Mr. Hatfield son, a Director of TSA, trafficking counter bands, drugs, and doing money
laundering while at work or other times?
TSA, was it Mr. Hatfield Son who was on the United Airlines flight when I traveled to the District of
Columbia in November from Seattle in 2016. This happened in the Federal Cut out, Perspectile, or
other elevations?
TSA, was it Mr. Hatfield son whose drugs and money that was stored in the United Airlines hand
luggage cabin why we could not store our hand luggage in the overhead cabins?
TSA, was it Mr. Hatfield son who was under my seat or near my seat counting out his drug money
while on the United Airlines flight?
TSA, is Mr. Hatfield married to Ms. Griffin?
TSA are you hiding things about Mr. Hatfield and Ms. Griffin and about their children?
TSA Airports, Airlines, and Activities
TSA, ever lives and every object whether big or small in this Earth and these Earths belong to me. It is
my job to ask and look about their longevity and safety.
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TSA, why was my computer destroyed while I was on the United Airlines flight to DC, that took my
hand luggage and put in the checked luggage compartment, and the devels went inside that area and
tore out my computer inside and destroyed my laptop in the Federal cut out and other elevations?
TSA, why when the devels dug out my head middle, put sorcery on me while on the flight, and I forgot
my winter jacket in the airplane, did the TSA, United Airlines attendants, the lost and found, and the
airport Police were so brutal to me for asking for my jacket?
TSA, if a passenger forgets their winter jacket in the airplane and realizes the jacket is missing and go
to the lost and found and ask for help is it right for the airline to refuse to help? Is it right for
TSA to refuse to help? Is it right for the flight attendant to refuse to help?
TSA, is it right for the TSA to tell me that either I leave without my winter jacket, throw away my
personal items from my checked in luggage, as I was a tourist visiting, or be arrested by the DC
Police?
TSA, did you send the police to arrest me, because I couldn’t leave without my winter jacket, as it was
winter and you wanted me to spend money unnecessarily and you also wanted, me to get pneumonia?
TSA, did you go into the lost and found attendant and destroyed his inside self in order for you to use
him to refuse helping me?
TSA, is American Airlines Miami International trafficking any form of illegal drugs, narcotics, counter
bands?
TSA, is American Airlines storing gasoline or fuel and other things illegally in the airport terminals?
TSA, why is American Airline Terminal D, Miami Intnl. so long and big?
TSA/DHS, are you telling American Airlines and other Airlines how to cover up fraud, passenger
mishandling, and how to do wicked things so they are not detected?
TSA, why do the passengers have to walk so long when we get off American Airlines Miami flights in
order to get to the baggage areas and the ground transportation?
TSA, did anyone one or any entity from the State of Florida or an attorney ask you to release and send
me my Video tape, audio tape with all accurate timing, accurate sound and voice, and full pictures of
the event with no part removed or blurred for the January 1 to January 4, 2017 Miami International
Airport abduction, battery, terror, horror, abuse and other adjectives as yet? If not, send them to me
with nothing altered or blurred, or any voice overs, or missing date, or timing, and do not cut anything
and paste anything.
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Homeland Security, have you sent me the video, audio, and all full pictures with real
timing, real color, and with my real natural flesh voice not vectored or cut and pasted with other voices
and not altered by anyone or anything of the Miami International abduction, terror, horror, sodomy,
rape, starvation, thirst, killing, destroying, broken bones, destroyed shoulder and fingers and arm,
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vagina, bottom, and other parts occurred on January 1- 4, 2017 as yet? If not, send them to me
separate from TSA and not the same version from TSA.
Microsoft
Microsoft, was Steve Jobbs, the thiefing founder, a plastic man?
Microsoft, Did Steve Jobbs die of Cancer or you had to retire him until a next time?
Microsoft, is Steve Jobbs the same as Barak Obama and Rue Paul?
Microsoft, is Steve Jobbs the same Barak Obama of maybe the 1950’s who call himself “Ballhead
Paulet”?
Microsoft, is Steve Jobbs replacement as CEO another version of Steve Jobbs?
Microsoft, did you remove the replacement or the new Microsoft director or (CEO), inner self and put
in Steve Jobbs, so he would be liked by the viewers or what? He looks and acts like Steve Jobbs the
last time I saw him on TV.
Women
The women are controlled to some degree by the women devels called the Interlope Ninnies. The
Ninnies are women, and they also have many inner and outer selves of many kinds of lives like our
own inside of them as they capture them. They go inside the women and control our mouth, tongue,
throat, brain, thinking, and many things. Some of them knows the different parts of our body, and they
put many germs in us, like cancers, warts, fevers, and many diseases including the fibroids, and
irregular pregnancy and irregular menstrual periods. Most of the men go into the women and do these
wicked things as well. The Ninnies also behave like mosquitoes making many annoying sounds in our
ears, and they use this method to display their idea that women are nagging, annoying, as both the
women and men devels work together in women and men to create conflict with a spouse or with
another woman or man at work, on the street or anywhere. Many times, these Ninnies and man devels
carry recorded sounds that they attach to us, and they connect and press button to generate emotions
and activities pre-recorded that work on us. When they possess us, our actions are like them, and they
like that, as it is success for them, and they score points for causing us to behave in their manner and in
their likeness. They say that they recreated us in their likeness.
Interlope BomBury Devels
The interlope is the one who likes to make explosives and they like wars and to use weapons they
make from the explosives. Their name is Bombury and they make a lot of bombs, beers, and other
liquor. They do not want us to make our liquor because the mixture will burn and sting them to death.
They tell us that drinking alcohol is bad, and they put many things in our alcoholic drinks to cause us
to blabber and to not be conscious of our surroundings.
The Bombury are the ones who initiate the fireworks with the loud sound. They like to make clappers,
hand grenades, rockets, mines, improvised explosive devices (IED), guns, pistols, small bombs, and
others.
Devel Activities
Menopause is men-hole-pause (Pussy hole “O”) women from having their regular menstrual cycle.
They push something inside our vagina and then it stops, and they also connects some body veins, that
stops it as well. They also put themselves in us, on us, and tied themselves on us to cause heat,
sweating, anxiety, and they put heat all around us that we cannot see.
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Menstrual means (man structureal). The man goes into our bodies and make changes causing women
to bleed for a period each month when they are adults. Our body are made to carry on this cycle
without outward bleeding, but the men went inside or bodies with many Chreators they abduct and
control and removed the mercury sack that prevents pain when we are having children, and thy
removed the connections in our bodies that prevents the blood from coming outside of our body. These
are tested activities the devels do many years and many eras before this earth open, so they know what
they are doing. As the devels kill us, and we eventually die, we regenerate and reborn in the Earth
about 175 years after and continue to become less and less protected, and have less and less quality in
our body as these devel will go into every one of us body and make continuous changes before we are
born.
You can recognize some of the devels easily, as they wear the same hair style and same type of
clothing continuously. They want us to do the same, so they said you are not to change your hair style
or your style of clothing so often, as it will appear as if you are not trustworthy. Many of them are TV
broadcasters, cable broadcasters, movie stars, actors on Broadway, Banking, Financing, Accounting,
Communications networkings, cable and wireless, energy, publishing, weapon makings, supporters of
the wars, Radio tuning, airplane making and operation, satellite advancement, transportation, retail,
builders, and much more.
TV Stations
TV stations have vectors, and scanners, and microscoptic lenses, door openers, window openers, and
many other wicked tools that they use to get inside our homes from our TV screen when we turn them
on. The TV companies have devels who come into your home and remove the protective screens from
each TV so the TV stations can have access to spy on us from the station because they have a variety
of different satellites connections from inside the earth and outside the earth so they control many
Chreations and this earth. They control many underground Chreations and over the ground chreations
through these satellites that are illegal in this Earth and these Earths. They also do wicked things to us
while we are watching the TV, and they have access to our homes when we are unaware of their
presence.
TV stations, Cables, movie producers, internet providers and others, how many more actors are you
going to present impersonating Donald Trump, Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton Man, Barak Obama, the
various speakers of the house, the governors, mayors, Microsoft leeder of today and the past, and the
others you use to deceive us and to fool yourselves?
All TV Reporters, Producers, Journalists, and those in the background who supports Politics, the
Presidents, Governors, Political leeders, Monarchy, Royalties, Mayors, City Councils, Senators,
Congress man and women, Congress, the Senate, the Justice, the Police, the Military, you are charged
for every news reports that are reported for politics to support these illegal government and political
individuals or things.
Man Leedership
The Presidents, Prime Ministers, Chancellors, Popes, State/Country leeders, the TV producers, Movie
Producers, devel syndications, and others do not want to give up their man leadership, so they deny all
my other versions when they come of age to lead. These same devel leeders are doing the same things
to me right now, and preventing me from doing the things I need to do in the manner they are to be
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done. All their activities are affecting you (my children) and preventing you from living in the right
manner you should.
TSA V DHS
Transportation Security Administration (TSA) said they did not make any agreements with the
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to be under them. TSA said they agreed to come into the
Earth and work, when DHS invited them, but they never agreed to work under DHS. The agreement is
for TSA to be independent like how the government agencies were set up before DHS. However, DHS
got greedy and sucked up many government agencies under its umbrella and sucked up TSA as well.
TSA said they have more experience than DHS, but they were put under DHS, so everything that they
do is according to what DHS tells them and approve for them to do. The right meaning of Homeland
Security is Horses, osmosis, mary, ecret birds, licencious, ants, niger flies, devels, and security means
protection.
The Penis One
Man and the Penis Ones, have taken over leadership in MY EARTH and Chreations, and that must
never continue to esist. No Man, or Ban, or Van, Penis leedership in this Earth or any Earths or
Chreations or Esistence. If you want to be a Chreater, or a Maker, or a Builder, or a Putter, go do it on
your own and not in or on our properties. All women titles have (er) at the end, and we have had to
change it to (or) because you have stolen our titles and our properties. Women titles and properties are
not for a man, or a ban, or a van, or a Penis One.

Governor Andrew Cuomo, I have told you several times now by letter and by my various commands
of higher degrees, that you must put a postal address number on the website and in your documents for
your office in Albany. I have told you that it is difficult for the post offices and the mail service to find
your address and to send you documents or postages, and that is inefficient, ineffective, and
unprofessional. Does your New York Capitol postal number have the following digits not in any
order: 1369? Do you not want to include the numbers as your address or what? Are you both a federal
and state representative or what? Cuomo, are you and New York State fully federalized now?
A Dog is a man’s best friend. Are you Barak’s friend? Or is it the Trump? Are you the Holy Ghost
Now? since Barak Obama a the Son, and Donald Trump a the Father. Dog and Dog a friend, me and
you no friend. If you now a Dog, mek we part ways, till we meet again. Dog comes with ticks & flees.
Me no work with neither dog, ticks, nor flees, so me caan’t WOK wid U no mor.
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Bull Dog is mixed with hog, Hog come from borough hole, no borough no in a New York, so no
ground hog no there no more. No more, no more, no more, no more Ground Hog tale. Ground Hog
tale is a lieness tale, so no more groundhog tail, tale, tell to the north, to the south, to the east, or to the
west. Bull Dog, Bull Dog, Bull Dog, Bull Dog, you hear what I say, No more ground hog tale
anywhere, nowhere. Bull Dog is Ogly, and you Ogly too. So no mek me have to use me Do Do on
Yoouu.
You have New York Federalized now, DAT is why you face looks so rubbery. If you are a dog, a DOG
and a duppy doppee you will always BEEE. Only a Duppy have shame and disgrace, shame and
disgrace, shame and disgrace, shame and disgraaace.
Donald Trump
Donald Trump, are you a Gurner/Hurner? Did you marry many Interlope Bombury?
Trump, you know that you can only marry to your own, Gurner! So how did you do it? That is a
problem on all sides, as everything the Gurner’s have; now become dust. So what is going to happen
now, Trump? Are you going to make all the Existence, that are not from my Chreations become dust
like Gurner? Or what?
Donald Trump, are you the Leed or Head of the Republicans/Republics/Republishers? Is that why you
have taken over my Newspapers, Radios, TVs, Cables, Wireless, Internet, Web, Telephones, and all
forms of communication waves and systems? Are you the “BIGGEST MAN” in Republishing yourself
in different ERAS and different Millenias, Millenniums, and Centurys?
Donald Trump, are you one of those older generations who must steal from everyone and the younger
one and have everything under your arm? Even the stolen woman Pussy you put under your arm?
Gurner and Interlope, are you the ones who have access to the Turner, Builder, Puller, Maker, Sounder,
Furner and you discover all Esistence? Did you remove all our cover from us so we are esposed to
your trickery, deception, and exploration?
Word Meanings
Dis means to expose, to stop, to disrespect, to remove, destroy, dismember, dis unite, dis motivate, do
things the wrong or opposite way.
Cover means to have protection, to have protection clothing on, to have something over the head body,
sides, and underneath, invisible, untouchable, unpenetrateable, unmovable.
Discover means to penetrate the cover, remove the cover, take a thing away, put a thing in an unknown
place, move a thing from place to place, open the cover, remove protection, to make visible and
touchable and noticeable and movable.
Ex means to remove, take off.
Plore means to recover, rectify things, reunderstand.
Explore means destroy, disrupt, misunderstand, remove understanding, dismantle, invade, to make
unrule/unlawful changes.
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Invade means to wade through, to paddle, to trample, stampede, brake a rule and go where not to go.
Hillary Clinton
Hillary Clinton, is your last name Rodman?
Are you an Interlope Bombury type?
Did you steal the Rods and attached them to your name?
I have seen milky whites flying high wearing white clothings, and with the white lines. Did you steal
the white Lines as well?
Hillary Clinton are you using the Rods and the Lines to create human species illegally in space areas
and in this Earth?
Hillary Clinton, are you using the hospitals to create babies illegally?
Hillary Clinton what are you doing with Rods and Lines? Who gave you permission to use them?
Hillary Clinton are you building up your tribes of illegal mixtures of human cells and animals cells in
the children you are creating in this Earth?
What else are you doing Hillary Clinton that we do not know, that are alarming and terrifying?
Chreation Sides
There are vast differences between the East and West side of the Chreations. The East side have
different thinking, different rules, and different laws for a Chreator, for the Builder, for the Gurner, for
the Puller, for the Maker and the other Esistence than the West side. For the Gurner’s on the West
side, their thinking is very different from those on the East side of Chreations. The West side, looks in
their features differently than the East side. Their understanding is different, and mixing the East with
the West create major conflicts and major disruption as no one can win. The actions and behaviors, are
vast different as well.
There are also differences between generations, and the older generations thinking, actions, and
behaviors are to us backwards. Some generations believe in “eyes for an eye, and teeth for one tooth”;
another generation believes in “an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth”; another generation believes
in “do good to those who do bad, and that will change them”; another generation knows “keep your
eyes and your mouth shut, keep your ears open and say nothing”.
The older generations conspire and controls the younger generations. The older generations have all
the prior generations information, and they hide it from the younger ones, then they explore them,
discover them, invade their bodies and lives, and put them in unknown places, while the older
generations enjoy the younger one’s properties and titles.
No Federal Government Investigations
No federal government investigations for any reason. All the federal government do, is to use many
different federal agents to investigate a case. They also pretend to be private investigators and no one
knows that they are former federal agents or FBI’s. The federal government use the investigation
information they gather to further hide important information from the public and from the victim
causing mistrials, not guilty verdicts, and inconclusive evidences. The federal wants to know what you
know, so they give you documents to sign that frightens you, and it may say that you must comply and
if not, you will go to prison. When they gather the information from you, they only use it to help them
and not the victims. They use the investigation information to twist a yes or no answer from you while
you are testifying. They are the masters and mistresses of trickery and semantics with words. They
know how to twist a word and for you the victim to appear to be lying and to appear to be a disrupter.
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When you are testifying they invade your body before and set themselves up in your brain, in your
tongue, in your teeth, in your gum, in your throat, in your stomach, in your intestines, in your lips in
your thinking, in your nose, in your ears and hearing, in your memory in your speech. They take
control of your body and they attach electromagnetics, many tools, and electric equipments to you.
They go into your body in the gazillions stuffed into each other, with many technical ones, and twos,
and many Existence with different skills. They all work together to disrupt your memory, your speech,
your thinking, your movements, they speak from your mouth with your own voice, their thinking, and
their scripted words that they time cut and put in. They have many equipments to cut the time, and you
do not know how it is done. While the time is cut, they are connecting many other ones and
equipments on you, so you do what they want you to do in the view of the public, in order for them to
get off the case as inconclusive, lack of evidence, and mistrials.
Government and Organizations Application Questioneer
When we get hired by governments, they give us lengthy questioneers to fill out, so they can know our
generations, our family addresses, our relatives address, our friends address, and telephone numbers, so
they can call them and terrorize them if we do not comply with their laws. They also use our
generations information to take out our trust funds and estate funds from the banks. They get the birth
dates and the places of their residence from our application forms, so they can get our money from the
banks they illegally control, and we do not know of these and other entitled funds that the governments
and organizations have access to.
The governments can look and search for us anywhere our relatives, friends, or family live, where we
can hide from them, when we do not do what they say we are to do to incriminate ourselves. The
federals terrorize our family and friends from our employee file with phone calls and junk mail. The
federals devels like hunting, as they are insects and animal who like to dig and peruse, and they get
excited to do the digging and hunting they enjoy. The federal FBI’s, and Agents hunts us down for
doing what is right to protect us from the federal, state, and county devels that are destroying our Earth
and our lives. It is unrule and unlawful for the federal, state, town, city or any organization to gather
these personal information from us without us knowing the true meaning of the inquiry, and they are
not to ask for these information, as they have nothing to do with our employment, or application, and
there are no criminal lives in this Earth. The only criminal around are the governments, republics,
monarchies, and many business leeders who have taken over my properties and leeding my children
(you in this Earth) without authority.
Devels
Is the Interlope Bambury Devels the Intelligence, the Intel, the TSA Intel, the British Intel, Interpol,
Reuter, etc.?
Donald Trump are you married to Interlope, outerlope, externalope, so you have more power?
Donald Trump, can a Gurner marry to an Interlope legally? No
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The Con Man Barak Obama
Is Barak Obama also called Dottson, or “Richie Bando, Publishing Editor of the Jamaica Dream
Vacation?
Is Barak Obama also Beranton J. Whisenant Jr., a 37-year-old attorney from the Miami U.S.
Attorney’s Office, who was found dead on May 26, 2017 in nearby Hollywood, Florida?

Illegal Federal Entry
Federal Government, and Barak Obama, why did you open me up in 2013, in order to use me into your
Politics? Donald trump said he wants to get my articles and document that I publish to use it to make
his presidency the best ever. Federal government, I am not a political person and has never been one. I
do vote, but I am not involved into politics. Why would you believe that you could use me to help you
with the Republics or any Multiple Ticks (politics)?

Police
Why are there so many Plastic, Rubber, electromagnetic, Police man and some of them Police woman
at the police stations?
Federal Government, Police, and others, in June 2017, you used the zoner to zone me in my
community, and I couldn’t find my way out of it for many hours, at the same time you killed one of my
relatives in one Elevation of the Perspectile, and in another elevation, you squeezed her between two
buildings and she has been crying to be let out from between the two buildings for a week now. Stop
using the zoner in my breast putting heat and freezing cold on me while I am at home and stop from
using the zones to spin my community and stop using the zoner to kill my generations and to squeeze
them between buildings in the Earth Perspectile.
Fire Department
No fire Department are to use Zoners, Scanners, Vectors, Microscoptic lenses, Drones, regenerator,
recreator, plastics, or rubber, or electromagnetic leeders, administration leeders, or fire workers.
Department of State
Department of State, you are illegal in this Earth. Do not to collect any information from anyone who
uses the passport to track their application including personal information, their name, IP address and so
on.
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No Department of State Leader is to become political or to run for political office. No political
President or government can take over the Department of state. No Political president can use the
Department of State to be political. The department of State is not connected to any government. All
natural, real, flesh, mercury, one, Rank, or above can lead the department of state. No ban/man can
lead the department of state. Department of State workers are promoted to lead the office not
connected to political endeavor and not a pink skin person or people. The Secretary must be Black,
real, natural, flesh, mercury, skin Caicoban and an educated and developed leader.

MY Home Being Destroyed
Federal Government, you have been digging up my backyard and putting in very deep well since July
to August 2017, and you said you will be planting bombs under it. You have also dug many tunnels
beneath my home connecting to other places I do not know this first week of August. You dug out my
living room, my kitchen, my family room and you have many different devel wire species walking
through my home and bringing in their devel things and pushing them through the tunnels you have dug
under my home. You also have many devel species with their stolen goods putting them under my
house.
Federals why are you trying to destroy yourself? I don’t have a problem helping you destroy you. Tell
me when, and I will be there with my G A N J A and Sense Melia command. You are a small weeney
Bully and I will show you a real bully. I am going to BULLY BEEF YOU! Some animals are food!
All Articles and other documents on this web site are to be shared with others. Tell others about the
website and share the information. Do not change what I say or misinterpret my writing.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PhD.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND
ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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